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Risk Management Annual Review 2014 –2015

1. Introduction

1.1 This report provides an update on how risk has been managed in SEPA over the last year.
It includes a summary of the risks which have been added to, removed from and amended
on the corporate risk register.

1.2 The summary of each risk is found in the register in Appendix 1 and a detailed description
and assessment of each risk can be found in the individual risk profile cards provided in
Appendix 2.

2. Background

2.1 Management of risk in SEPA is directed and overseen by the Risk Management Group.
This meets regularly to assess potential new corporate risks and review the management of
those on the corporate risk register. Management of risk is reported half yearly to the
Agency Management Team and Audit Committee and annually to the Board.

2.2 Risk registers are managed by and reviewed regularly at portfolio management team
meetings and at programme and project boards. These registers are reviewed every year
by the Risk Management Group.

2.3 Potential risks to delivery of our objectives are reviewed every year as part of the business
planning process undertaken across the organisation.

3. Risk approach update

3.1 A new approach to risk management was introduced in 2014, with a three-year
implementation plan. The aims of the approach are to ensure that:

 Risks are actively managed;
 Statutory and regulatory requirements are met;
 Appropriate risks are taken to innovate and pursue opportunities;
 Risks are spotted before they become issues;
 Risk is considered when making strategic decisions.

3.2 Significant progress has been made in the roll out of the new risk approach this year. The
new approach is available on the intranet, and has been communicated to all staff.
Guidance has also been provided to help staff identify, assess and manage risks. Roles
and responsibilities have been defined and the responsibilities of managers were built into
this year’s appraisal objectives.

3.3 The risk register format has been revised. The new format, used in Appendix 1, allows
managers to quickly see whether or not risk is reducing. The risk profile cards, used to
define and evaluate risks, have been widely welcomed and have stimulated many valuable
discussions. Risk profile cards for the risks on the current register are provided in Appendix
2. Portfolio management teams are all using the new format register supported by risk
profile cards from March 2015.

3.4 The Business Strategy Team provided training in the use of the new approach for members
of the Agency Management Team and for senior managers on all portfolio management
teams. Around 30 staff participated in those workshops. In addition workshops were run
with a small number of management teams. The training has been very well received and is
already promoting a change in attitude to the concept of risk identification and assessment.
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3.5 A new compulsory risk training course for managers with line management responsibility
was launched at the end of March 2015 and the Learning and Development team is
receiving positive feedback for its delivery of these courses. The aim is to have all
managers trained by the end of September 2015.

3.6 Preliminary discussions have been held with Learning and Development staff with a view to
developing an e-learning module for risk management awareness and this will be
progressed in the second half of the current year.

3.7 A register of statutory and regulatory requirements has been developed and a process
developed to ensure that it is updated and staff are informed of their responsibilities. This
complements the register of environmental requirements which already existed.

3.8 Initial consideration has been given to developing an approach to risk appetite. As a pilot
the level of risk appetite has been reviewed with the lead managers for two corporate
priorities and one corporate strategy. These reviews have produced some very valuable
findings which will help inform the risk appetite development process

4. Risk register changes during the past financial year

4.1 The following tables summarise the risks on the register at the start of the new approach to
risk management in June 2014 and show changes to current risk scores over the period.

They differentiate between those which have been closed during 2014-2015 (Table 1) and
those still on the current register (Table 2).

For closed risks the score in the final column is the score achieved when the risk was
closed.

Table 1 – Risks closed during 2014-2015
Changes to risk scores in the corporate risk register from initiation of new process in June 2014 to
31 March 2015
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Table 2 – Open risks
Changes to risk scores in the corporate Risk Register from initiation of new process in June 2014
to 31 March 2015

4.2 In summary, four risks have been added to the corporate register, five risks have been
closed and, in addition to those closed, two have seen a reduction in their current score.

4.3 Tables 1 and 2 above also provide an interesting overview of areas which present
challenge for SEPA. For example, at the top of Table 2, risk R7 is that waste operators do
not have sufficient financial provision in place to cover the costs of site clean-up or
aftercare in the event of company failure. The waste management sector is in transition to
a new resource recovery model resulting in a decrease in the volumes of waste being
disposed in landfill sites. This is uncharted territory and, although we are working with the
Scottish Government to identify and develop the best strategies and approaches to tackle
this problem, the level of risk remains high.
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4.3 Four new risks have been added to the corporate register during the year:

No Risk Date added

R019 The Scottish Landfill Tax project fails to enable SEPA to
support Revenue Scotland in the collection of Scottish
Landfill Tax from 1st April 2015

November 2014

R020 SEPA fails to meet its objective to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions by 42% by 2020 based on the 2006-2007 baseline

November 2014

R021 An agreed (with ministerial sign-off) unified charging scheme
will not be implemented by the due date 1st April 2016

November 2014

R022 Current staffing budgets may be inadequate to meet the cost
of back pay and future salaries following Job Evaluation
reviews

March 2015

4.4 Five risks have been closed during the year:

Risk Risk topic Reason for closure

R005 Potential opportunities to
maintain and improve
effectiveness and efficiency will
be missed if a robust Estates
Strategy is not developed and
managed

The actions defined as being required to
resolve this risk have now been completed. It
has, therefore, been agreed at Risk
Management Group on 6 February 2015 to
close this risk and develop a new profile to pick
up on new business risks related to the
implementation of the newly developed Estates
Strategy. (The new risk has been profiled and
placed on the Resources Portfolio Register).

R006 Deteriorating view of SEPA’s
competence by members of
Scottish Government and other
major stakeholders

Overall, there is no evidence of deteriorating
views of SEPA’s competence and the target
risk score has been reached.

R014 The content of the SEPA Website
remains out of date or inaccurate

SEPA’s new web site was launched on 31
March 2015. All content has been
reviewed and approved by the business as
being accurate and up-to-date. The web site is
owned by the Head of Strategic
Communications, content will now be kept
under ongoing review by the Communications
Department

R018 The UK is found by the EU to
have failed to comply with the
Urban Wastewater Treatment
Directive UWWTD) due to
shortfalls in SEPA’s performance

The action plan is on target as at end March
2015. The Risk Management Group agreed
that this Risk is ready to be closed on the
corporate register and transferred to the
Science & Strategy Portfolio Register.

R019 The Scottish Landfill Tax project
fails to enable SEPA to support
Revenue Scotland in the
collection of Scottish Landfill Tax
from 1st April 2015.

Revenue Scotland formally delegated legal
powers to SEPA to undertake Scottish Landfill
Tax duties as of 1st April 2015 and these have
been accepted by SEPA on time.
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4.5 Three further risks have had a change of risk score during the year:

R012 Failure to comply with environmental and business legislation applicable to
SEPA

Previous current risk score 12 – Medium
Score March 2015 6 – Green

A corporate legislation register and procedure are now in place.

Risk Management Group has recognised the significant work that has been delivered in this
area to develop and promote the management of a new register. The Group has
recommended that this risk should now be re-profiled to make sure that all the necessary
controls are in place to ensure that any case of suspected non-compliance is effectively
identified and addressed.

R015 SEPA is unable to meet statutory requirements and deadlines in respect of
the production of 14 Flood Risk Management Strategies by December 2015.

Previous current risk score 16 – High
Score September 2014 12 – Medium
This risk has been proactively managed since being logged in October 2013. The risk
score has been reduced through: adopting a phased approach to the consultation on the
draft Flood Risk Management Strategies; simplifying the appraisal methodology and
associated re-base lining of the Flood Risk Management Strategy delivery schedule.

R016 SEPA is required to take responsibility for works to make safe sites which
present a serious and immediate risk to the environment or human health

Previous current risk score 25 – High
Score March 2015 9 – Green

The risk may involve sites where a responsible person cannot be found or where the
responsible person is not, in the opinion of SEPA, capable of expediting these works within
a suitable timescale. It has been fully re-assessed and, as all realistic actions have been
taken to mitigate the impact on SEPA, it is considered by Agency Management to be at a
stage where the agreed target score has been achieved and it can be tolerated. It will be
retained on the corporate register meantime.

Maintaining vigilance and responding within our powers when potential issues start to
surface, and keeping Scottish Government informed as appropriate, are the best forms of
action at present.

A high level procedure is to be drafted in the operations portfolio highlighting the key steps
which should be followed in SEPA and between SEPA and Scottish Government should
future potential liabilities be identified.

5 Suggested risks considered but not added to the Register

5.1 During the year 15 potential new risks have been considered by the Risk Management
Group which were not placed on the corporate register but were reviewed or retained at
portfolio and department levels. These are summarised in Appendix 5.
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6. Recommendations

6.1 The Agency Board is asked to note SEPA’s Risk Management Annual Review for the
period from 1 April 2014 to 31 May 2015.

.

Archie Alexander, Senior Business Consultant, Business Strategy
David Pirie, Executive Director

2 July 2015
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Appendix 1 – Risk Register

The following is the Corporate Risk Register at 31 March 2015

In the electronic version of this register Cntrl+Click Profile and Register in the header for each risk
to move between the related Register entry and Risk Profile card.

Part 1 - Register

Risk Number R001 Profile

Risk Insufficient funding is available to SEPA in financial years beyond 2015-
2016 for activities in the Corporate Plan

Date Opened Apr-12
Owner Terry A’Hearn

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 3 12 April 2012

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 17/07/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 07/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 2 6 01/04/2018
Current risk
proximity

4

Update The Target Risk score has been adjusted upwards from 4 to 6 as it is
considered that while a Likelihood of 2 is achievable, the Impact is in reality
unlikely to reduce below 3. The Current score has been retained at 12 as
SEPA still does not have clarity over the 2016-2017 targets and
allocations. In view of the uncertainty over future years’ funding, the overall
target date has been extended to 1 April 2018.

2. A range of cash release targets has been agreed for 2016-2017. The
Change Programme and Organisational Design (OD) project are now
working to these targets and have identified mechanisms to deliver an
appropriate level of release of resource. Implementation of OD
recommendations is still to take place. Savings identified may be suitable
for this year and 2016-2017 but more work may be required in 2017-2019
depending on targets set.

3. Plans are being developed to meet targets based on best information
available. However, they require to remain flexible in case of further
adjustments by Scottish Government.
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Risk Number R002 Profile
Risk SEPA does not deliver change
Date Opened Feb 11
Owner Calum MacDonald

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 4 16 February 2011

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 17/07/14
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 23/04/15
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

2 2 4 Mid 2015 2017
Current risk
proximity

4

Update 1. Communication and Engagement
External engagement continues on change with a particular focus at this
stage on reform of charging. Pre-consultation meetings have been held
with key sectors. There will be heightened risks over the next few months
of some loss of stakeholder support for SEPA’s direction of change, in
response to proposed new charges.

Internal engagement and communications has focused on specific
programme areas over the last few months. Examples have included
engagement on the upcoming new enforcement powers, including tasking
operational managers to develop proposals for phasing in the new powers.
A ‘good news’ story on the SCC and Customer Contact project was
created for the SEPA View in February and this update was well received.
The Strategic Leaders session in January also allowed some engagement
on organisational design work.

However, internal communications and engagement has been patchy,
partly as a result of staff sickness and resource pressures within the
change team. Some internal communication initiatives were delayed at the
end of 2015/ start of 2015 due to this although work is now being
addressed in this area. SEPA Change will be entering a period of important
sustained communications and engagement during 2015/16 as further,
more major change projects are initiated.

2. Project Initiation
4 projects were scoped and business cases approved as part of the
tranche 1 portfolio:

 The Customer Contact project is progressing well against planned
deliverables. The project has; implemented a new 03000 customer
contact number, increased first point resolution, developed new
customer service measures and moved certain transactional tasks
such as reprinting of customer invoices to the SCC. The project is now
working on new capabilities such as web chat and a complaints triage
service.

 The first phase of the Organisational Design work was a project to
create a design report for AMT. This report was developed and
submitted at the end of March 2015. The report, which was created by
a group of senior managers, details design options which SEPA could
adopt to help meet our strategic intent. This first phase is now
complete and AMT will now develop a process for phase 2.

 The Problem Solving project was initiated in February 2015. The
project is being run by the Environmental Quality unit but remains
under the portfolio management of the change programme.
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 The Evidence and Analysis business case was approved by the
Governing Board in May. Initiation has been delayed in this area.

3. Implementation
Governance arrangements are in place with the SEPA change programme
being overseen by AMT and a joint programme in place between Scottish
Government and SEPA.

Progress in developing and setting quantified benefits has been a priority in
recent months. Benefits and measures have been defined and have been
reviewed by the Governing Board and will be finalised.

Process review:
The SEPA Change team has not been operating at full capacity in recent
months due to sick leave and vacancies. The Programme Senior
Responsible Owner left SEPA in March. The Head of Change Delivery (Jo
Green) who was already Senior Responsible Owner for the joint Scottish
Government/SEPA programme has taken on responsibility for change
overall and arrangements for how change should be led and managed
going forward will now be reviewed.
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Risk Number R003 Profile
Risk Security procedures are not followed and data is mishandled
Date Opened Jun-13
Owner Bill Lyons

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 4 16 June 2013

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 3 9 21/08/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 3 9 17/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 2 6 31 March 31 August 2015
Current risk
proximity

4

Update 1 & 2.Security procedures are being reviewed in respect of the introduction
of the new Government Security Classification Policy on 2nd April 2014.
Once completed, training packages are to be developed and delivered.

Now agreed by Allan Reid that this is to be taken forward to AMT and the
required paperwork is being progressed. New target date for completion of
actions 1 and 2 – 31st June 2015.

3. Work ongoing includes data security training. As at 31
st

March 2015
75.80% of staff had completed the information security e-learning training.
To increase this score the requirement for staff to complete this will be
publicised via the Staff Bulletin and Resilience Intranet Pages. In addition a
departmental breakdown will be obtained from Learning and Development
and with their cooperation the relevant manger advised re any shortfalls
amongst their staff with a strong request to ensure that those who require
to complete the training do so. A revised target date has been set for 31
August 2015).
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Risk Number R007 Profile
Risk Waste operators do not have sufficient financial provision in place to cover the

costs of site clean-up or aftercare in the event of company failure.
Date Opened Jul-12
Owner John Kenny

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

5 5 25 July 2012

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

5 5 25 20/08/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

5 5 25 21/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 3 9 February September 2017
Current risk
proximity

2

Update There is an increase in the financial pressure faced by the landfill sector.
Landfills will continue to feel the impacts of the Scottish Government Zero
Waste Plan, through the Waste Scotland Regulations, with a decrease in
volumes of waste being disposed of to landfill.
In addition, as a result of the introduction of the Scottish Landfill Tax and
SEPA’s partnership with Revenue Scotland, the landfill sector will be under
increased scrutiny in relation to the tax obligations of individual sites.
Further, SEPA’s charging scheme may impact on the landfill sector.

1. Consult and Implement Approach to Financial Provision for New Sites:
1a) A draft consultation has been prepared and is undergoing internal review
before being passed to Scottish Government for comment. It is expected to
open the consultation in early May 2015.
1b) Budget has been secured to develop templates for standard financial
provision mechanisms. These will be developed following consultation.

2. Compliance with Existing Financial Provision System and better
understanding the Risk:
2a) Completion of a Financial Provision Register:
The operational team have now contacted all operators who are currently not
in compliance with the existing system. Expenditure plans are being received,
reviewed and recorded on the central system.
A number of landfill permits have been modified to bring conditions up to date.
2b) Risk Assessment:
Completion of a risk assessment will take place when gaps have been closed
as part of population of the Register, above.

3. Develop a strategy, in collaboration with Scottish Government, to
establish approach to addressing legacy financial provision gaps for
existing sites:
The broad strategy is understood and will be an extension of that being
consulted on in 1, above. The direction of travel by other UK authorities is
noted (DEFRA and NIEA).

The risk score has been reviewed and is unchanged at present. Currently the
impact remains the same and the likelihood is also unchanged. The Financial
Provision Register requires to be fully populated and no change to SEPA
process has taken place which mitigates the risk further (following consultation
and changes to SEPA process, a review of score would be more appropriate).

Risk Number R008 Profile
Risk Continuity of service is lost across all or parts of SEPA
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Date Opened Jul-13
Owner Bill Lyons

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

3 5 15 July 2013

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 21/08/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 22/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

2 3 6 31/12/2014 31 August 2015
Current risk
proximity

2

Update This topic was the subject of a formal audit by KPMG in Oct 2014. This
report highlighted the lack of training in, and exercising of, continuity plans.

1. The business continuity plan for the Stirling Office in Strathallan House
is currently in draft and is due to be finalised by end of June 2015 and will
incorporate the requirements of SNH would now occupy part of the
building.

2. Resilience team has spoken with all the Heads of regions to emphasise
the importance of and approach to business continuity planning. They in
turn have communicated with all offices with a view to managers reviewing
and discussing plans with their staff members.

3. The Resilience team do not yet have evidence that all Business
Continuity Plans have been tested but the team has established a
spreadsheet to track completion and results of testing in all offices.
Progress will also be included in a new report to the Audit Committee six-
monthly in September and March.
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Risk Number R011 Profile
Risk There continues to be no effective and consistent governance and delivery

model for data which is supplied to, or shared with, external bodies; and
which is supplied to or procured for SEPA.

Date Opened Sep-13
Owner Martin Valenti (on behalf of David Logan)

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

3 5 15 November 2013

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 21/07/14

Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 21/04/15

Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 2 6 31 March 2016

Current risk
proximity

1.

Update 1. A spreadsheet report is currently available for recording and monitoring
data diligence requests and this, in turn provides the data to generate
a monthly report. The format of the report will be further developed in
light of replacements to support systems, however, for the purposes of
mitigating this risk, the spreadsheet is sufficient. It is proposed that
this action is closed off.

2. A paper for submission to the Agency Management Team is currently
under development. This will be submitted to the AMT for
consideration in the next few months and will outline the principles for
a Data Charging Framework. This action has missed the original
target date and a revised delivery date of July 2015 is proposed.

3. No update required at this time.

Note: It is proposed that the profile card is reviewed in August 2015 to take
into consideration stage 2 of the Information Management project and the
Scottish Government’s Open Data Strategy.
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Risk Number R012 Profile
Risk We fail to comply with environmental and business legislation applicable to

SEPA
Date Opened Nov-11
Owner Allan Reid

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

3 4 12 November 2011

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 3 6 30/01/2015
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 2 6 15/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

2 2 4 01/03/2015 30 June 2015
Current risk
proximity
Update Action 1 - A corporate legislation register and procedure are now in place

and ready to go on Q Pulse

Action 2 – The procedure lists the Nominated Staff and clearly identifies
what their responsibilities are. The procedure also details the mechanisms
to monitor the register in that updates are required every six months with
interim updates as and when required. Meetings will also take place with
Nominated Staff at the six month period so that the register can be
effectively monitored and any amendments to it made if required as part of
continuous improvement to ensure it is as effective as possible. The first of
these meetings has already been arranged for 22 September 2015. To
encourage Nominated Staff and to share ideas an ancillary document has
been produced documenting the methods used by different departments to
keep up to date with any changes to legislation, how SEPA staff are
educated/informed of these changes and how compliance is then
monitored. There is no one size fits all approach but the sharing of ideas
and what works best between the Nominated Staff can only be a benefit.

Action 3 – The register and procedure have been implemented and will
appear on Q Pulse.

In relation to how this area of work will be managed going forward to
ensure the effectiveness of the mitigation, updates will be required every
six months and meetings will be held with Nominated Staff to discuss the
register, procedure and ancillary document. These are diarised and
meeting invitations will be sent out well in advance to ensure attendance.

Risk Management Group on 14 May 2015 recognised the significant work
that has been delivered in this area to develop and promote the
management of a new register.

The group then recommended that this risk should now be re-profiled to
make sure that all the necessary controls are in place to ensure that any
case of suspected non-compliance is effectively identified and addressed.
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Risk Number R015 Profile
Risk SEPA is unable to meet statutory requirements and deadlines in respect of

the production of 14 Flood Risk Management Strategies by December
2015.

Date Opened Oct 2013
Owner David Pirie

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 5 20 October 2013

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 21/07/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 23/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 3 9 22/12/2014 30 June 2015 02/11/15
Current risk
proximity

3 2

Update This risk has been proactively managed since being logged in October
2013. Significant progress has been made with the risk score having been
reduced through:

 adopting a phased approach to the consultation on the draft FRM
Strategies (approved by AMT on 28/02/14). Phase 1 of the
consultation was successfully launched on 22/12/14 and Phase 2
on 02/03/15;

 simplifying the appraisal methodology (updated methodology
approved and change requests with the strategic appraisal
consultants agreed);

 and associated re-baselining the FRM Strategy delivery schedule
(approved by the FRM Act Programme Board on 28/05/14).

Since re-baselining the plan in May 2014, the strategic appraisal contract
delivery schedules have slipped by over two months. Further planning
during February 2015 confirmed that this slippage could be
accommodated, with the prioritisation of actions work being delivered by

August and ultimately the FRM Strategies published by 22/12/15.
However this further slippage has led to further compressed timelines and
along with the remaining uncertainty around funding of Local Authority
actions detailed in the FRM Strategies means the risk remains around
Local Authorities sign-off of the content of the FRM Strategies prior to their
submission to Ministers on 02/11/15, and ultimately SEPA’s ability to meet
the 22 December 2015 statutory deadline to publish the FRM Strategies.
This has led to a shift in the planned achievement date of the risk to the
ultimate deadline of 02/11/15 when SEPA has to submit the final FRM
Strategies for Ministerial review.

There is no contingency in the current plan and critically Local Authority
Committee approval of some of the FRM Strategy content is not being
planned by some Local Authority officers due to the significantly reduced
timelines available. April 2015 is a key milestone for the FRM planning
process, with nine workshops scheduled to secure Local Authority
commitment to the prioritised actions. There is a significant risk around
Local Authorities being willing/able to commit to actions at the prioritisation
workshops while funding remains uncertain.

The risk score will increase if:
 there is any slippage against the current schedule. This is being

closely monitored by the programme.
 Local Authorities do not seek Local Plan District (LPD) approval of
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the FRM Strategy content. The team are pulling together a list of
which LA fall into this category which will be presented to the Lead
Local Authority Forum and next FRM Act Executive Control Board
(20/04/15).

 Local Authorities are unable to commit to the prioritised actions at
the prioritisation workshops during April 2015.
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Risk Number R016 Profile
Risk SEPA is required to take responsibility for works to make safe sites which

present a serious and immediate risk to the environment or human health.
This may involve sites where a responsible person cannot be found or
where the responsible person is not, in the opinion of SEPA, capable of
expediting these works within a suitable timescale

Date Opened Dec-13
Owner Calum MacDonald

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

5 5 25 December 2013

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

5 5 25 17/07/2014
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 3 9 22/04/2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

3 3 9 31/03/2015
Current risk
proximity

4

Update The risk has been fully re-assessed and as all realistic actions have been
taken to mitigate the impact on SEPA it is considered to be at a stage
where the agreed target score has been achieved and it can be tolerated.
It will be retained on the corporate register meantime.

There is always a risk that sites may end up or be found to be in default.
SEPA has a duty to regulate and improve the environment so we are
required to ensure licenced sites are supervised and monitored as required
and that we intervene within our duties when unlicensed sites are
identified.

However the risk to SEPA of taking responsibility for remediation work is
mitigated by the following:
 Undertaking work directly to remedy unsafe sites is not part of SEPA’s

mandated role and we have no formal duty or responsibility to carry it
out.

 SEPA has limited powers to do the work or recover costs;
 We undertake our regulatory duties to do our best to prevent these

events in the first place.

Only one incident requiring intervention by SEPA at significant cost has
arisen to date and after assessing the options with Scottish Government,
support and funding was granted to enable SEPA to commission
appropriate contractors to do the work.

On an ongoing basis Scottish Government are well aware of the issues
and are kept advised of significant at-risk sites as appropriate, but they are
not in a position to allocate an ongoing budget for this type of work, or
guarantee in advance to fund SEPA, or any other body, to undertake any
such work which should be necessary.

Maintaining vigilance and responding within our powers when potential
issues start to surface, and keeping Scottish Government informed as
appropriate, are the best forms of action at present.

A high level procedure is to be drafted in the operations portfolio
highlighting the key steps which should be followed in SEPA and between
SEPA and Scottish Government should future potential liabilities be
identified.
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Risk Number R020 Profile
Risk SEPA fails to meet its objective to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by

42% by 2020 based on the 2006-2007 baseline
Date Opened 6 November 2014
Owner Terry A’Hearn

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

3 5 15 06/11/14

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 06/11/14
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

3 5 15 17/04/15
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

2 4 8 30 March 2020
Current risk
proximity

4

Update 1 While the Carbon Management Plan has been prepared, many
projects contained within it have not been fully costed for carbon or
financial implications. Some projects in the CMP were included in
the Strathallan migration (e.g. photovoltaic installation) and others
are being progressed (e.g. as part of the East Area migration). No
additional funding beyond these migrations has been made
available for other CMP projects.

2 Review the target to consider whether it continues to be fit for
purpose. Specifically:

• Undertake an options assessment process to establish
whether and how the target should be revised. Specifically,
by Dec 2014 review process and submit recommendations to
GSSG. January 2015 to AMT and to Board in February 2015.
Seek agreement for any changes as appropriate by Dec 2014
A review of the current target has been undertaken and
options for a replacement target were taken to AMT and
Board in February. The Board did not agree on the
recommended options put forward and further work was
requested and for this to return to Board later in 2015. It was
agreed that the text included in the 2015/16 AOP would be
changed to commit SEPA to reviewing and, if appropriate,
replacing the current target by the end of the financial year.
The current target therefore remains in place. Consideration
of options will also now need to be undertaken in light of
planned Scottish Government introduction of mandatory
greenhouse gas reporting to a standardised template. This
will introduce a new system of reporting and different criteria /
conversion factors that will make comparative historic
reporting very difficult. This action remains open, but
timescale for agreement is pushed back to September 2015
for initial agreement

• Continuing to promote a case for a Scottish Grid Carbon
Intensity Factor to use in the calculation of the data on which
the 42% reduction target is founded; - Completed. Scottish
Government have put in writing their view on use of a
Scottish Grid factor for emissions reporting. While it would
accept dual reporting for comparison purposes, the primary
reporting metric must be consistent with Defra reporting
guidelines or, in the future, the parameters set out in the
Scottish Government’s mandatory reporting template. Action
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Closed.

3 Some progress made by individual buildings and initial evidence
suggests that the 5% buildings energy emissions reduction target
for 2014/15 has just been missed (when changes to the conversion
factors are stripped out). A new group is in the process of being
established at Strathallan. The BEMGs however require additional
support from Facilities to enable them to make progress. Action
has not been fully implemented and remains open to ensure
buildings energy management groups are empowered to make
progress in tackling emissions and taking forward CO2 reduction
projects.
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Risk Number R021 Profile
Risk An agreed (with ministerial sign-off) unified charging scheme will not be

implemented by the due date 1st April 2016
Date Opened 21 October 2014
Owner Martin Marsden

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 3 12 21 October 2014

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 23 January 2015
Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

4 3 12 13 April 2015
Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

4 2 8 30 September 2015
Current risk
proximity

4

Update 1. The proposed Charging Scheme has been developed and is being
reviewed by Scottish Government; initial feedback has been positive.

2. Public consultation is expected to be launched by the end of May 2015..

3. The above delay increases the impact on system development of
necessary changes to the scheme in response to the consultation,
however this risk is being managed and the planned delivery date of 1

st

April 2016 remains in place. In order to prevent further delays, design of
the system has now commenced.

The target date has been extended from 31 March to 30 September 2015
to account for the delay to public consultation which will now run from late-
May for 12 weeks.

Risk Number R022 Profile
Risk Current staffing budgets are inadequate to meet the cost of back pay and

future salaries following Job Evaluation reviews
Date Opened March 2015
Owner Jennifer Russell

Initial risk
score

I L Score Date created

4 3 12 21 October 2014

Risk scores

Previous risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

Current risk
score

I L Score Date assessed

Target risk
score

I L Score Planned achievement date

4 2 8 30 June 2016
Current risk
proximity

2

Update New risk
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Appendix 2 – Risk Profile Cards for active risks on corporate risk register
Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R001

Objective – To fully deliver the outcomes in
the Corporate Plan.

Source of objective – Corporate Plan 2012-2017

Risk - Insufficient funding is available to
SEPA in financial years beyond
2015-2016 for activities in the
Corporate Plan

Date risk identified April 2012

Risk owner - Terry A’Hearn James Curran Date risk profile card last reviewed:
7 April 2015

How would this risk happen?
 Short-term adjustments to agreed Grant

in Aid in 2015-2016.
 If, as anticipated, there is reduction in

Grant in Aid for 2016-2017.
 New charging scheme for 2016-17 is not

timeously planned and income not
uprated by Consumer price index (CPI)

 Unplanned changes to the pattern of
pension funding.

 Reduced charging scheme income
through business closures.

 Major unplanned expenditure

What would the potential outcome be?
 SEPA is unable to fully deliver its business in

line with the Corporate Plan
 Difficulty in delivering within financial

agreements.
 Loss of reputation following reports of under-

performance.
 Change programmes and/or corporate

programmes and projects may only be partially
completed.

What early warning indicators would let us
know the risk was likely to happen?
 UK and Scottish Government financial

forecasts
 Discussions with Scottish Government

Sponsor Unit
 Results of financial assessments and

projections
 Intelligence gathering on major industry

sectors.

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Feedback from Scottish Government.
 Financial plans and strategies.
 Quarterly and monthly financial reports.
 Performance reports on Corporate Plan targets

and reviews of actions taken to remedy
shortcomings.
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R001

Existing controls to manage risk
 An agreed 1 year and 5 year finance

plans to be presented to Agency Board
each year.

 Revised Charging Scheme 2015-2016 is
in place;

 Timely internal monitoring of income and
expenditure and periodic review with
Scottish Government Sponsor Unit;

 Corporate Strategy is being developed
for publication at the end of 2015;

 Annual Operating Plans and Business
Plans 2015-2016 translate Corporate
Plan into prioritised and resourced
activities with more comprehensive line of
sight for staff;

 Annual management review of
performance;

 Delivery of annual efficiency savings to
target;

 Organisational Design plans for a range
of cash releases beyond March 2016.

 Cash release target for 2016-2017
agreed.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

Plans to meet the cash release target for 2016-2017.

Plans to release savings through business as usual
and the Organisational Design project.

Initial risk assessment

L
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d

5

4

3 12

2

1

1 2 3 4 5

Impact

Target risk assessment
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4

3

2 6

1

1 2 3 4 5

Impact

Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat x

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team)

James Curran, CEO

Date decision taken 28 January 2014

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level 1 April 2018
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R001

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Finalise the cash release target for 2016-2017 target
as early as possible

Agency
Management
Team (AMT)
through CEO

30 May 2014
Completed

2 Plan to meet the cash release target for 2016-2017
through the Change Programme and Organisational
Design project and annual efficiency savings.

AMT through
CEO

28 Feb 2016

3 Plan to meet annual efficiency targets over next two
years.
2015-2016
2106-2017

AMT through
CEO

30 March 2016
31 Jan 2015
31 Dec 2015
31 Dec 2016
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R002

Objective To deliver transformational change in
SEPA

Source of objective - AOP

Risk SEPA does not deliver Change Date risk identified Feb 2011

Risk owner Calum MacDonald Date risk profile card last reviewed 23 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 Ineffective management of change in SEPA
 Lack of effective engagement with Scottish

Government
 Loss of stakeholder support
 Ineffective management of implementation

of new regulations
 Lack of engagement with managers and

staff regarding changes to systems,
processes and organisational structures.

 Divergent goals and/or unclear outcomes
and objectives in SEPA.

 Insufficient investment by SEPA in time and
resources to delivery of change.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Damage to reputation
 Failure to deliver Scottish government policy
 Failure to meet stakeholder needs/

expectations
 Best Value will not be achieved
 Staff morale will be damaged
 Failure to future proof SEPA to face up to

environmental challenges

What early warning indicators would let us know
the risk was likely to happen?

 Entries in programme risk and issues logs
 Monthly reports to programme board
 Staff feedback

What information are managers receiving to let
them know how well risk is being managed?

 Standing review of risk and issues reports at
each programme board

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Change programme initiated and managed
using MSP (managing successful
programmes) approach.

 Staff seconded to work directly with Scottish
Government

 Management of relationships –
communications plans being put in place

 Programme governing board comprises all
members of Agency Management Team

 A delivery board has been established
comprised of senior managers

 Staff are seconded internally to work on
implementation of the change programme.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 Take stock and review of arrangements for
leading and managing change to be
undertaken by mid-2015
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R002

Initial risk assessment
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Impact

Target risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity X

Name of body / person deciding action to be
taken (programme board / management team)

Agency Management Team as programme board

Date decision taken September 2013

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level mid 2015 2017

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Undertake a review of arrangements for leading and
managing change.

Jo Green Mid-2015
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R003

Objective – To ensure the secure handling of
SEPA’s business systems, data and
information.

Source of objective – Cabinet Office Security Policy
Framework

Risk: Security procedures are not followed and data
is mishandled

Date risk identified: June 2013

Risk owner Bill Lyons Date risk profile card last reviewed: 17 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 The requirements of the new Government
Security Classification Policy issued on 2nd
April, 2014 are not fully implemented;

 SEPA doesn’t consistently protect data in
compliance with Government standards and
policies.

 SEPA’s processes, procedures and training are
insufficiently understood by staff

 Some of SEPA’s IT systems and management
processes may fail to meet the UK
Government’s requirements for holding,
handling and accessing classified material

 Inconsistency amongst differing government
departments and public bodies in relation to the
implementation of the new government security
classification scheme so requiring SEPA
systems and processes to accommodate both
the old and new protective marking schemes in
the interim.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Unauthorised access to Information Services
systems/data resulting in undermining of the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of SEPA
data, with consequential damage to business
functionality, reputation and output including the
potential for substantial reparation costs.

 Information and emails sent externally in an
inappropriate way with consequential damage
to business reputation and potential action from
Information Commissioner.

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 Staff reporting incident through Security Incident
Log

 Analysis on Incident log data
 Anecdotal reporting

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

Security Incident Briefings
Training sessions
Audit reports
Reports to Security Forum

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Training (e-learning package);
 Instructions and guidance in procedures (e.g.

Securing or Environment procedure which is
being reviewed and due to be re-issued by July
2014);

 Appraisal target re Security
 Accreditations e.g. RMADs (Risk Management

Accreditation Document Sets)
 Security Incident Log
 Periodic penetration tests
 Audits
 Induction training
 Specific data protection training

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

Changes are needed due to the introduction on 2
nd

April, 2014 of the new government security
classification scheme
 New e-learning training package
 Revised security process
 New Data Protection Act Training
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R003

Initial risk assessment
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Target risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team)

Bill Lyons

Date decision taken

29 April, 2014.

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level 31 March 30 June 2015

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Develop revised security process to respond to
changes required due to the new government
protective marking scheme – and go to Security
Forum for sign off.

Bill Lyons 31 December,
2014.
31 June 2015

2 All process and procedures required by the Security
Policy Framework to be implemented and appropriate
staff trained

Bill Lyons 31 March June
2015

3 Arrange training, briefings and communications
following the new government protective marking
scheme

Bill Lyons 31 March 2015
31 August 2015
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R007

Objective – To ensure that landfill and other waste
sites have adequate financial provision in
place.

Source of objective – AOP

Risk Waste operators do not have sufficient
financial provision in place to cover the costs
of site clean-up or aftercare in the event of
company failure.

Date risk identified July 2012

Risk owner John Kenny Date risk profile card last reviewed:
21

st
April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 The current arrangements for demonstrating
and maintaining financial provision are
inadequate.

 The waste management sector is in transition to
a new resource recovery model which is more
exposed to commodity price fluctuations and
revenue fluctuations. The risk of company
failure or site abandonment increases
commensurately. If markets collapse, landfill is
unaffordable for operators on the margins of
economic sustainability.

 Reductions in the quantity of waste going to
landfill, together with year on year increases in
costs of sending material to landfill, also mean
reducing revenues for landfill operators (both in
terms of gates fees and future gas yield). It will
become increasingly difficult for landfill
operators to bear the future burden of landfill
aftercare. It may even be the cause of landfill
business failure. Sites may also operate longer.

 Legislative change is in course which requires
that by Jan 2021 no biodegradable material
may be sent to landfill. Also this will further
reduce operators’ income potential.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Financial impact: Potentially catastrophic -
>£500K- several million per site. The outcome
could be that that public funds, perhaps SEPA
funds, would need to be used to deal with site
clearance and clean-up.

 Reputational impact – Potentially major. Will
certainly attract local media attention and could
attract national media attention, particularly if
tax payers are left with clean up bills. SEPA’s
reputation as a competent regulator could be
undermined. Potential for MPs/MSPs to seek
public enquiries.

 Legal impact: - likely to be moderate. There
could be a breach of EU landfill regulation, as
SEPA is required to ensure adequate financial
provision is in place for landfills.

 Legal action from stakeholders, including locals
affected by resulting environmental damage is
also possible if responsibility was attributed to
SEPA.

 Operational impact: potentially major.
Significant financial and human resources
would be required to ensure adequate aftercare
of any abandoned sites, which could be both an
immediate high impact, and a long term low
impact issue. This would constrain SEPA’s
ability to finance and resource its corporate
commitments.

 Environmental impact – potentially major.
Significant issues if sites are abandoned and
left unmanaged and not maintained.
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R007

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

i. Intelligence / complaints from
operators/public

ii. Information from SEPA inspections / audits
iii. Non-payment of SEPA subsistence fee

accounts are highlighted to local managers
iv. A revised risk assessment (to be completed

by Jan Sep 15 and based on the Financial
Provision Register) will provide an early
warning indicator.

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

This is an area which may be improved.
i. At a local level managers may be receiving

information from inspections and audits and
intelligence (e.g. operators accepting cash
only payments).

ii. Managers may also be receiving debtor’s
information from SEPA Finance on unpaid
subsistence fees.

iii. The establishment of a local group of
dedicated financial provision inspectors
would improve information gathering and
dissemination.
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R007

Existing controls to manage risk

i. Initial specialist legal advice on potential financial
provision tools has been obtained which has
focussed the tools proposed in a forthcoming
consultation of a new approach to financial
provision.

ii. Officers in each region are leading on the
population and maintenance of the Financial
Provision Register including requiring and
assessing submissions from landfill operators
where there are gaps.

iii. Risks and potential approaches have been
highlight with Scottish Government and an
approach and provisional timetable has been
agreed with Government for the initial
consultation.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk
i. Compliance with Existing Financial

Provision System:
A fully populated financial provision register will
assist in identifying any difficulties in complying
with the existing Financial Provision
requirements. A Financial Provision register has
been established and has given an
understanding of compliance with the current
system. This register is being populated and
maintained by operational staff.

ii. Risk Assessment:
A completed risk assessment based on the
Financial Provision Register and enhanced with
additional indicators (waste data trends,
subsistence fee payments, company
information) will be important in obtaining a more
accurate representation of risk. This must follow
from the completed Register.

Improve financial provision to substantially reduce
the risk.

New Sites:
i. Consult on changes to SEPA’s approach to

financial provision for new applications, changes
to existing applications and transfers of
authorisations. Consultation to conclude by end
August 2015.

ii. Following consultation, develop standard
templates for financial provision mechanisms by
November 2015.

iii. Following consultation, prepare the Agency for
new approach (finance, legal, operations) by end
December 2015.

iv. Implement new approach for the above category
of sites from Jan 2016.

Existing Sites:
i. Develop a strategy, in collaboration with Scottish

Government, to establish approach to
addressing legacy financial provision gaps for
existing sites

ii. Provisionally, consult on changes to existing
sites as part of the wider consultation on
Regulatory Reform (Nov 2015)

iii. Provisionally, and following consultation, prepare
the Agency for the new approach (finance, legal,
operations) by end September 2016.

iv. Implement the new approach through a one year
transitional period for the above category of sites
from September 2016 to September 2017.
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R007

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team)

Operations Management Team

Date decision taken December 2013

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level - February September 2017
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R007

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Consult and Implement Approach to Financial
Provision for New Sites:

1a) Commence and conduct a public consultation on
revised approach to financial provision for new sites,
changes to authorisations and transfers.

1b) Following consultation, develop standard
financial templates to secure ring fenced funds.

1c) Implement revised approach to financial
provision for new sites, changes and transfers.

Chris Dailly
1a) Consult from
May to August
2015

1b) Develop
templates by
November 2015

1c) Prepare for
and implement
new approach by
Jan 2016

2 Compliance with Existing Financial Provision
System and better understanding the Risk:

2a) Completion of a Financial Provision Register

2b) Risk Assessment:
Completion of a risk assessment for landfill sites
based on the Financial Provision Register

Chris Dailly 2a) end June July
2015

2b) end Sep 2015

3. Develop a strategy, in collaboration with Scottish
Government, to establish approach to
addressing legacy financial provision gaps for
existing sites:

3a) Provisionally, consult on changes to existing
sites as part of the wider consultation on Regulatory
Reform (Nov 2015)

3b) Provisionally, and following consultation,
prepare the Agency for the new approach (finance,
legal, operations) by end September 2016.

3c) Implement the new approach through a one year
transitional period for the above category of sites
from September 2016 to September 2017.

Chris Dailly

3a) Nov 2015 to
Feb 2016

3b) Sep 2016

3c) September
2016 to February
September 2017.
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R008

Objective – To ensure that business continuity
arrangements are in place and exercised
across SEPA

Source of objective – Cabinet Office Security Policy
Framework and the Civil Contingencies Act.

Risk - Continuity of service is lost across all or parts
of SEPA

Date risk identified July 2013

Risk owner Bill Lyons Date risk profile card last reviewed:
22 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 We have no written and complete Business
Continuity plans in place to facilitate recovery
from business interruption in main business
functions e.g. Hydrology and Information
Services and some offices.

 Plans, where they exist, have not been
exercised.

 Staff have not been trained in their actions in
respect of their plan.

 Some plan owners do not acknowledge the
business benefits of having such plans and as a
result some are not fully bought into the
Business Continuity process.

 Poor engagement of staff with Business
Continuity Planning process

What would the potential outcome be?

 Inability to deliver core business services e.g.
hydrology and Information Services following an
interruption of service as business continuity
management plans are either incomplete or
have not been drafted

 undertake day to day business at a limited
number of large offices

 Potential financial risk
 Damage to reputation
 Not complying with statutory requirements

(Registry) – loss of essential records
 Not compliant with the requirements of the

Security Policy Framework or the Civil
Contingencies Act

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 Audits and checks
 Engagement with managers

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Reports, Risk registers
 Contact from and meetings with risk owner

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Complete the development and delivery of fully
documented business plans and management
processes including training and exercising.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 There is a need for senior management support
to deliver the necessary controls.

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R008

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team)

Bill Lyons

Date decision taken 31 December 2013

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level 31 December 2014 31 August 2015

Proposed improvement actions (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Assess progress to ensure completion of business
continuity plans for new Stirling office in Strathallan.

Senior
Responsible
Officers for
SEPA & SNH in
Strathallan
House

End June 2015

2 Ensure that managers responsible for all Business
Continuity plans train staff in plans relative to their location
in line with the requirements of each plan.

Senior officers
for each office
or function

31 December 2014
31 August 2015

3 Ensure that managers responsible for all Business
Continuity plans exercise their plan in line with the
requirements of each plan.

Bill Lyons and
plan owners

31 December 2014
31 August 2015
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R011

Objective: Consistent charging and delivery
model for the supply and procurement of
data to/from external parties.

Source of objective - Linked to entry in
Information Management Business Plan and
IMSG Project 1415.40

Risk - There continues to be no effective and
consistent governance and delivery
model for data which is supplied to, or
shared with, external bodies; and which
is supplied to or procured for SEPA.

Date risk identified - Sept 2013

Risk owner – David Logan Date risk profile card last reviewed:
21 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 Lack of clear ownership of the issue;
 Activity is split between a number of teams

and portfolios;
 No strategic overview which then informs

governance and delivery model and resultant
processes;

 There is an absence of clear verification
processes for data used internally or shared
externally.

.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Data may be supplied to external parties or
procured for SEPA use without due
consideration of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) rights and potential breach of
legislation e.g. Data Protection Act;

 Possible infraction of financial penalties /
fines;

 Reputational damage in media and with
Scottish Government;

 Legal action from third parties for (e.g.) data
misuse by SEPA.

What early warning indicators would let us know
the risk was likely to happen?

 Complaints increasing, including charging
inconsistencies;

 Notices of non-compliance or proposed legal
action.

What information are managers receiving to let
them know how well risk is being managed?

Existing controls to manage risk

 Project control board with oversight of
delivery of new process

 Reactive checks upon receipt of request.
(Drafting of agreements for data sharing
continues to be reactive and ad hoc.)

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 Monthly reporting of number of data requests
and progress to completion;

 A documented delivery and decision making
process and related guidance;

 Management reports, briefings and training.

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: ((2) 4-6 months
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R011

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be
taken (programme board / management team)

Agency Management Team approval of IMSG
proposals

Date decision taken - 7 April 2014

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level – 31 March 2016

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Develop a monthly report to highlight the
number of data requests and monitor progress
to completion.

Alison
MacKinnon

31/03/2015
- Done

2 Agree Principles for Data Charging Framework
and develop and publish a documented
delivery and decision making process and
related guidance.

Phil Hill,
Project
Executive

31/03/2015
31/07/2015

3 Develop and implement a suite of appropriate
management reports, briefings and training.

Phil Hill,
Project
Executive

31/03/2016
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R012

Objective – SEPA is a high performing
organisation

Source of objective – AOP - Ensuring
governance through compliance

Risk: We fail to comply with environmental and
business legislation applicable to SEPA

Date risk identified Nov 2011

Risk owner - Allan Reid Date risk profile card last reviewed: 15 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 The lack of systematic tracking of the
legislation with which SEPA must comply,
both environmental and business related, and

 Insufficient monitoring of our level of
compliance with such legislation.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Potential legal action
 Damage to Reputation

What early warning indicators would let us know
the risk was likely to happen?

 Complaints
 Freedom of Information / Environmental

Information requests
 Audit reports – from audits of register and

arising from other audits in business areas
 Grievances and tribunals

What information are managers receiving to let
them know how well risk is being managed?

 Early discussions with key personnel to
assess content of register and level of
compliance

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Periodic audit of existing environmental legal
register

 Periodic audit of specific governance /
business areas.

 Knowledge and experience of key staff

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 Completion of an appropriate legal register
 Agreement to an overarching mechanism /

process to ensure requirements are captured
in register, owned, monitored and managed

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be
taken (programme board / management team)

Risk Management Group

Date decision taken 20/09/13

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level March 2015 Completed
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R012

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Establish a full register including review of the
existing environmental register and

Corporate
Solicitor

End Sept 2014

Completed

2 Assign responsibilities and develop a mechanism to
monitor the register

Corporate
Solicitor

End Jan 2015

Completed

3 Develop and initiate a plan to promote and
implement the use of the Register

Corporate
Solicitor

End March 2015

Completed
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R015

Objective – To meet the terms of the Flood Risk
Management Act including statutory
requirements and deadlines.

Source of objective – Scotland’s environment is
protected and improving

Risk SEPA is unable to meet statutory
requirements and deadlines in respect of the
production of 14 x Flood Risk Management
Strategies by December 2015.

Date risk identified Oct 2013

Risk owner David Pirie Date risk profile card last reviewed: 22 April 2015

How would this risk happen?
 There is any slippage against the current

schedule. This is being closely monitored by the
programme.

 Local Authorities do not seek Local Plan District
(LPD) approval of the FRM Strategy content.

 Local Authorities are unable to commit to the
prioritised actions at the prioritisation workshops
during April 2015.

 Lack of, or loss of engagement / buy in with
partners (viz. Local Authorities, Scottish Water
and National Parks)

 SEPA is unable to provide an acceptable level of
content for SEPA’s consultation on the draft
Flood Risk Management Strategies in 2014 (fail
to meet statutory consultation requirements)

 Partners challenge the quality of the SEPA
outputs.

 Partners challenge SEPA’s leadership and
oversight role in the implementation of the Flood
Risk Management Act.

What would the potential outcome be?

 If not managed there is a residual risk that
SEPA will not meet statutory and EU deadlines
(publication of the Flood Risk Management
plans by 22/12/15). This could lead to infraction
proceedings.

 Reputational damage especially with Local
Authorities and Ministers.

 Local Authorities will not be able to meet their
own statutory deadlines to consult on the local
Flood Risk Management plans.

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 Disengagement of partners with the process.
 Slippage against the current schedule. .
 Local Authorities do not seek Local Plan District

(LPD) approval of the FRM Strategy content.
 Local Authorities are unable to commit to the

prioritised actions at the prioritisation workshops
during April 2015.



What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Monthly project reports to Senior Responsible
Officer and Programme Board

 Monthly Programme Management Office digest
report to Agency Management Team

 Monthly meeting with senior managers on the
programme

 Quarterly performance report to Agency Board
 Periodic direct updates to Chief Executive

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

Project reports and milestones

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

N/a at present
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R015

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team)

Executive Control Board

Date decision taken monthly meetings

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level 22 December 30 June 02/11/15 at end of
consultation

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Slippage in the schedule: weekly reviews of the schedule
are being held with any slippage being immediately
addressed or escalated as appropriate.

Fiona
Mactaggart

Ongoing

2 Ongoing work with partners to maintain engagement and
buy-in e.g.: Local Authority sign-off of FRM Strategies:

 immediate focus to secure Local Authority
commitment to the prioritised actions in the FRM
Strategies through workshop in April 2015.

 Team collating a list of which Local Authorities will
not be seeking LPD approval of the FRM
Strategy content – this will enable targeted senior
management discussions between SEPA and
relevant LAs as appropriate

Les Watson

Les Watson

30 April 2015

30 May 2015

3 Final agreed prioritised actions for incorporation into the
FRM Strategies

Les Watson 8 August 2015
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R016

Objective: Scotland’s environment is protected
and improving

Source of objective – SEPA Outcome

Risk SEPA is required to take responsibility for
works to make safe sites which present a
serious and immediate risk to the
environment or human health. This may
involve sites where a responsible person
cannot be found or where the responsible
person is not in the opinion of SEPA
capable of expediting these works within
a suitable timescale

Date risk identified Dec 2013

Risk owner Calum MacDonald Date risk profile card last reviewed:
22 April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 Major sites either with or without a licence or
authorisation degenerate into a state where
they pose a serious and immediate risk to the
environment necessitating that SEPA
undertake works to resolve this.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Significant, unbudgeted and unaffordable
costs of remediation could fall on SEPA.

 SEPA Operations staff are required to
concentrate time on work unrelated to
SEPA’s statutory responsibilities.

 SEPA may suffer reputational damage or
negative media coverage either in terms of
being perceived not to have done enough to
avoid the situation occurring, or by not being
seen to take effective mitigation, remedial or
enforcement action – even if not strictly within
SEPA’s remit to do so.

 Potential serious risk to the environment
and/or human health.

What early warning indicators would let us know
the risk was likely to happen?

What information are managers receiving to let
them know how well risk is being managed?

 Reporting to appropriate management teams
of monitoring and inspection results that
indicate sites likely to deteriorate and / or be
likely to incur major remediation work / costs;

 Reports on results of discussions with
Scottish Government

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Ongoing monitoring of licenced and at-risk
sites;

 Investigation of reported incidents on
licenced and unlicenced sites;

 Exercise of statutory powers to enforce
against unlicenced activities;

 Ongoing liaison with officials in the Scottish
Government to them advised, as appropriate,
of intelligence on sites at risk.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk
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Risk Profile Card Risk No: R016

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment:(1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months+

Action to be taken

Tolerate X

Treat

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be
taken (programme board / management team)

Operations Management Team.

Date decision taken December 2013

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level – 31 March 2015 – all realistic actions have
been completed but a high level procedure is to be drafted in the operations portfolio
highlighting the key steps which should be followed in SEPA and between SEPA and Scottish
Government should future potential liabilities be identified..

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No: R020

Objective: To be an exemplar in managing our
greenhouse gas emissions

Source of objective: One of the four strategic themes
in Our Climate Challenge, SEPA’s climate
change plan; SEPA Corporate Plan 2012/17
and the 2014/15 AOP

Risk: SEPA fails to meet its objective to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 42% by 2020
based on the 2006-2007 baseline

Date risk identified:

Initially November 2013.

Risk owner: Terry A’Hearn Date risk profile card last reviewed: April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 SEPA fails to take sufficient action to meet the
target;

 The target is too challenging and meeting it will
have a significant negative impact on our
business

 As a result of incomplete reporting, SEPA is
unaware that it has not taken enough action until
it is too late

 Factors outwith SEPA’s control impact on ability
to deliver the target (e.g. greenhouse gas
conversion factors for electricity rose by 10.6% in
2014/15)

What would the potential outcome be?

 SEPA loses credibility as an environmental
exemplar.

 Reduced reputation in eyes of Scottish
Government, environmental NGOs
environmental public sector;

 Role as a major player with duties under the
Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 will be
seriously compromised;

 Negative coverage in the media
 Other organisations are not inspired to follow our

lead
 Emissions from SEPA and other bodies remain

too high
 Low motivation for staff to act further on this

issue as our efforts appear to be in vain.

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 SEPA falls behind where it needs to be in the
Greenhouse Gas Route-map (which plots future
trajectory against known changes);

 Negative media coverage is experienced;
 Feedback from Scottish Government / Ministers.
 Monthly performance data shows that our

emissions are not reducing.

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Corporate reporting against target, and
management reports (monthly on transport data
and quarterly on buildings);

 Greening SEPA Steering Group reports;
 Data published in the Sustainability Report.
 Environmental performance audits – in-house

and external
 Progress in delivering the Carbon Management

Plan

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk:
 Annual performance targets set to reduce

building energy use and transport emissions.
Reviewed and re-set annually.

 Annual portfolio commitments made
 Performance against the targets regularly

reviewed by the Greening SEPA Steering Group,
Agency Management Team and Board.

 Corporate commitment to BREAM efficient new
buildings

 Corporate Carbon Management Plan
 Estates Strategy and associated implementation

plan
 Buildings Energy Management Groups

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 Performance measures that lead us down to a
42% reduction by 2020, including:
 Active development and delivery of the

corporate Carbon Management Plan.
 Building Energy Performance groups

implementing improvements at the top five
energy consuming sites.

 Implementation of estates strategy, including
specific steps required to make progress
towards target.

 Implementation of Buildings Energy
Management Policy.
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established at top five energy consuming sites.
 Corporate Buildings Energy Performance Group

established
 Corporate Buildings Energy Management Policy

approved and in place

 Implementing process to ensure carbon
reduction receives a high priority in options
appraisals when making strategic business
decisions.

 Agreed actions for staff to reduce energy use
communicated and implemented

 Revised target, which may include agreed use of
a Scottish grid carbon intensity factor

 Strong leadership to ensure delivery of agreed
actions

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: : (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken:

Tolerate

Treat X

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team):
Greening SEPA Steering Group and Agency

Management Team

Date decision taken:
November 2014

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level: 30 March 2020

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Present paper to AMT to identify resource for the
development and implementation of SEPA’s initial Carbon
Management Plan. Continue to utilise supported offered
by Resource Efficient Scotland to help this process.

Paula Charleson End June March
2015

2 Review the target to consider whether it continues to be fit
for purpose. Specifically:
 Undertake an options assessment process to

establish whether and how the target should be
revised. Seek agreement for any changes as
appropriate

 Investigate impact of new mandatory reporting
proposal for target.

Paula Charleson August 2015 to
AMT and Sept
2015 to Board.

3 Put in place a process to allow the Building Energy
Management Groups (BEMG) to bring forward projects for
implementation

BEMG Lead
Officers and
Robin Andrews

End July March
2015
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Register

Risk Profile Card Risk No R021

Objective: Implementation of a unified charging
scheme by 1

st
April 2016.

Source of objective: SEPA Change Programme
(SCP), Corporate Plan, Scottish
Government/ SEPA Joint Programme of
work

Risk: An agreed (with ministerial sign-off) unified
charging scheme will not be implemented by
the due date 1st April 2016

Date risk identified: August 2013 (within the charging
scheme risk log).

Risk owner: Martin Marsden Date risk profile card last reviewed:
13

th
April 2015

How would this risk happen?

 Stakeholder lobbying / action against
implementation of the new scheme;

 Loss of government support for elements of the
new scheme;

 Legal charging scheme and supporting guidance
is NOT signed off by Scottish Ministers in time;

 SEPA computer systems, policies and
procedures are not updated sufficiently to allow
billing to be made.

What would the potential outcome be?

 SEPA won’t have in place an effective scheme
for recovering charges in line with new regulatory
regime;

 Lack of clarity for charge payers on basis of
charges;

 Loss of reputation for SEPA;
 Negative media coverage.

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 Feedback from stakeholders (particularly through
consultation);

 Feedback from Scottish Government / responses
to elements of the scheme as they are presented
for review;

 Results / reports of internal and external audit of
the new charging scheme;

 Feedback from internal workshops;
 Breach of milestones in implementation (e.g. IS

build / testing etc.).

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Monthly reporting on progress;
 Updated project risk log to track and monitor risk

areas;
 Report on discussions with Scottish Government

on elements of the scheme as they are
developed;

 Information in responses to consultation

Existing controls to manage risk

 Project risk log;
 Project management structure;
 Project governance structure;
 Monitoring and management of milestones in

Project Plan;
 Regular meetings with Scottish Government with

early review of proposal.

Additional controls needed to manage this risk
 Agreement with Scottish Government over

benefits of and commitment to elements of the
scheme as they are developed;

 Delivery of new briefing plan for key decision
makers before and during consultation
(commencing May 2015) (formerly Dec/Jan);

 Stakeholder engagement plan;
 Collaborative approach to system development,

ensuring close working between business users
and the IS delivery team.
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Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (1) 0-3 months; (2) 4-6 months; (3) 7-9 months; (4) 9 months +

Action to be taken:

Tolerate

Treat 

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team):

SCP Governing Board/ Scottish Government Joint
Programme Board

Date decision taken: August 2013

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level: 30 September 2015.
The target date has been extended to account for the delay to public consultation which will now run from
late-May for 12 weeks.

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Ongoing working with Scottish Government (SG) to
ensure a joint understanding of the benefits of the
proposals and to get commitment from SG to elements of
the scheme as they are developed.

Martin Marsden 30 September
2015

2 Development of stakeholder engagement plans, focusing
on engaging those significantly impacted by the new
charging scheme and briefing key decision makers during
consultation.

Martin Marsden/
John W Burns

29 May 2015 2015

3 Adopt a collaborative approach to system development,
ensuring close working between business users and the
IS delivery team to allow flexibility and transparency in
development of the system.

Debbie Wands 30 September
2015
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Risk Profile Card – Risk No R022

Objective:
JE Scheme is developed to support the key activity

of continuing to develop an empowered
workforce, in the right place, with the right
skills and approach to deliver excellent
services

Source of objective:
AOP Outcome “SEPA is a high performance
organisation”

AOP Priority 11: “Engaged, competent people
working in efficient, flexible places”

Risk:
Current staffing budgets are inadequate to meet the

cost of back pay and future salaries following
Job Evaluation reviews.

Date risk identified: 3 October 2014

Risk owner: Head of HR Date risk profile card last reviewed: April 2015

How would this risk happen?

Inability to quantify the actual cost.

 At present any staff member can request a re-
evaluation of their post, if successful an
‘upgrade’ in pay will be awarded, this can mean
both a back payment of salary and payment of
salary at the increased amount going forward.

 Successful ‘upgrades’ encouraging like claims
from colleagues undertaking what they believe to
be the same role.

 Managers are unclear on the type of work that is
commensurate with the grade of the post and
may allocate duties and responsibilities which
impact on the grading.

 Managers inadvertently create “job creep” in an
attempt to encourage employee development.

 Poor design of new posts before they are
recruited resulting in duties and responsibilities
changing once the post holder is appointed and
a request for re-evaluation at a later date.

What would the potential outcome be?

 Budgets across SEPA are impacted and there
could be an impact on the organisation’s ability
to deliver core services.

 Payment of back pay and salary cannot be made
to individuals successful in an ‘upgrade’.

 Potential legal challenge if SEPA is unable to
pay the employee

 Recognised trade union takes action against
SEPA e.g. dispute, industrial action

 Reputational damage to SEPA.
 Impact on SEPA’s ability to deliver services

effectively and efficiently due to of grade mix e.g.
not enough posts within lower grades.

 Credibility of the JE Scheme may be called into
question.

 Staff may question the fairness and integrity of
the pay and grading structure

 Managers may disengage with the JE Process
due to lack of understanding and frustration.

What early warning indicators would let us know the
risk was likely to happen?

 Increase in re-evaluation requests identified
through trend analysis.

 Increase in successful re-evaluation requests
resulting in an ‘upgrade’.

 Dissatisfaction amongst employees and Trade
Union over wider budget pressures including
continued pay restraints.

 Staff engagement proxy measures show that
staff engagement levels are falling.

 People Survey feedback highlights
dissatisfaction with pay and/or concerns over
fairness of pay.

What information are managers receiving to let them
know how well risk is being managed?

 Managers made aware of re-evaluation claims in
management area when submitted.

 JE Steering and Implementation Board provided
with monthly reports from JE Co-ordinator
advising of cases and outcomes.

 Managers made aware of outcomes once JE
process is completed.

Existing controls or other actions to manage risk

 Ongoing monitoring of cases and trend analysis.
 Use of appraisal, competency frameworks and

personal development records to ensure that

Additional controls needed to manage this risk

 Communication on the availability of current JE
guidance.

 Additional and improved guidance for managers
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individuals are working within the remit of their
role and as such its grade.

 Current JE guidance on the expected frequency
of tasks and their interpretation; e.g. regular,
periodic, occasional and main.

 Salary Placement Guidance which sets out the
expectations of acting up arrangements and any
subsequent payment.

 Moratorium over requests for re-evaluation or the
evaluation of new posts implemented on the 20th
of February 2015, stopping the risk associated
with further requests.

on how to manage existing roles and design new
roles effectively.

 Training for managers on how to apply this
guidance in practise.

 Expectations over how managers will manage
their team resource made clear in their
appraisal.

 Clear consequences for managers who do not
manage resource effectively.

 New processes created through JE
Development project are likely to reduce the
number of re-evaluation requests by placing the
emphasis on post holders to identify a job profile
they believe matches their existing role - rather
than having their post analysed as per the
current process for re-evaluation requests.

 Agreed defined rules over payment of back pay.
 Creation of contingency funding for JE payments

based on trend analysis.

Initial risk assessment
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Risk proximity at initial assessment: (2) 4-6 months

Action to be taken

Tolerate

Treat 

Transfer

Terminate

Take the opportunity

Name of body / person deciding action to be taken
(programme board / management team):

Resources Management Team

Date decision taken: 23 April 2015

Overall target date to reduce this risk to the target level: 30 June 2016

Proposed improvement actions to put additional controls in place (focus on three key action items)

Action Action owner Delivery date

1 Develop and implement an action plan for immediate
actions which can be taken to reduce the risk. E.g. a
monthly report of cases to RMT, creation of management
brief setting out good principles of post management
within grade.

Head of HR 31 May 2015

2 Develop and implement guidance and training for
managers on the design of roles and the management of
roles within grade.

JE Co-ordinator 30 June 2016

3 Continued work on the JE Development Project to create
more generic job summaries, streamlined processes for
application and appropriate supporting training for
managers.

Head of HR 30 June 2016
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Appendix 3 – Risk scoring matrix

Likelihood

Highly likely (5) 5 10 15 20 25

Probable
(4)

4 8 12 16 20

Occasional (3) 3 6 9 12 15

Unlikely
(2)

2 4 6 8 10

Rare
(1)

1 2 3 4 5

Negligible
(1)

Minor
(2)

Serious
(3)

Major
(4)

Catastrophic
(5)

Impact

Likelihood (vertical axis)

Score Likelihood Description

5 Highly likely Almost certain to occur. Several times a year

4 Probable Will probably occur. Once a year

3 Occasional Might occur. Once every 3-5 years

2 Unlikely Not expect to occur Once every 5-10 years

1 Rare May occur in exceptional circumstances. Less than once every 10 years

Impact (horizontal)

Score Impact Description (the risk should be likely to have any of the impacts described in each box.
It does not need to meet all the criteria in the box.)

1 Negligible Less than £25,000 loss;
Negative feedback
Minor systems or operational impact that can be remedied quickly and locally.

2 Minor Between £25,000 and £100,000;
Negative local media coverage leading to some loss of reputation;
Some impact on systems / operations impacting small area of our business;
Minor legal infringement;
First aid treatment required.

3 Serious Between £100,000 and £250,000 loss;
Substantive negative local media coverage or Scottish media coverage leading to
moderate loss of reputation;
Degrades operational capability of part of SEPA;
Single essential system failure / loss / damage;
Threat of legal action;
Medical treatment required.

4 Major £250,000 to £500,000 loss;
Short-term national negative media coverage leading to major loss of reputation;
Operational impact significantly degrades capabilities of several parts of SEPA to carry
out functions;
Major systems failure / loss / damage;
Probable court action including fines;
Hospitalisation

5 Catastrophic Greater than £500,000 loss;
National media coverage leading to substantial loss of reputation;
Severe disruption to SEPA with loss of ability to carry out major functions;
Loss of all or many systems;
Breach of regulation which will result in court action, including fine;
Loss of life
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Appendix 4 – Risk Contacts

1. Risk Management Group

The membership of the group - as from 2 September 2014

 James Curran, Chief Executive (until 12 April 2015)
 Terry A’ Hearn, Chief Executive (from 13 April 2015)
 David Pirie, Executive Director
 Allan Reid (Chairman, Chief Officer, Governance
 Fiona Martin, Chief Officer, Resources
 Stuart McGregor, Chief Officer, Finance
 Neil Archibald, Head of Business Support
 Bill Lyons, Head of Resilience
 Anne Turner, Business Strategy Manager
 Donna Brodie, Corporate Officer

2. Portfolio Risk Registers

Registers are also maintained by each portfolio and portfolio representatives are:

 Science & Strategy - Kieron Gallagher, Head of Business Development
 Operations - Neil Archibald, Head of Business Support
 Governance - Donna Brodie, Corporate Officer
 Resources - Setareh Stephan, Senior Business Consultant
 Finance - Kelly Leishman, Personal Assistant, Finance
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Appendix 5 New risks assessed but not placed on corporate register

No Risk Raised
date

Initial
score

Target
score

Update

1 Succession Planning (Staff
do not have relevant
competencies to deliver
business objectives)

06/10/2014 12 9 Retained for Resources Portfolio
register

2 The correct risk designation
is not assigned to all
controlled reservoirs

23/10/2014 16 6 Retained for Reservoirs project
register

3 SEPA fails to deliver
effective innovative
solutions that enable
officers to work in the field.

23/10/2014 12 6 Retained at Information
Services (IS) level

4 SEPA does not understand
the critical roles required in
statute.

23/10/2014 12 3 Retained on Governance
Portfolio Risk Register.

5 Crisis Management - A
major unexpected event is
not seen to be well
managed

23/10/2014 15 10 Retained on Governance
Portfolio Risk Register

6 Civil litigation is taken
against SEPA

24/10/2014 15 8 To be progressed as individual
risks are identifies across the
organisation

7 Humidity in metals lab 01/11/2014 15 8 Retained at Chemistry level and
resolved

8 Non-compliance with
requirements of separating
dry recyclates and food
waste.

18/11/2014 9 6 Retained on Operations
Register

9 Joint commitments with
partners are not met.

18/11/2014 12 6 Retained on Governance
Portfolio Risk Register

10 Actual costs of delivering
services under charging
schemes are greater than
the income generated
under the charging
schemes

18/11/2014 25 12 Following discussion at the
Audit Committee, this has been
remitted to Finance for re-
appraisal with the business and
referral back to the Risk
Management Group for
consideration.

11 Bathing Waters – we fail
adequately to perform
SEPA monitoring and
signage.

02/02/2015 12 6 Retained on Environmental
Quality department register

12 The diffuse pollution
strategy fails

02/02/2015 16 9 Retained on River Basin
Management Plan Programme
register.

13 SEPA’s capital assets are
not planned for or utilised in
the most efficient way

11/03/2015 9 6 To be owned at Finance level

14 SEPA Intranet services are
not available to staff for an
extended period

27/03/2015 6 3 To be retained on Governance
register

15 Not having fit for purpose,
affordable, flexible
accommodation for our staff

01/02/2015 15 3 To be retained in Resources
Portfolio register


